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A CIRCUIT MODEL FOR THE EXPLOSIVE-DRIVEN PLATE GENERATOR*

R. S. CAIRD, D. J. ERICKSON, C. M. FOW’LER,B. L. FREEMAN AND J. H. GCFORTH

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamoa, New Mexico 87545, U.S.A.

A8STMCT. It is useful to model explosive-driven generators as

lumped-parameter circuit elements in ordar to estimate performance in new

applications and to optircizethe design of experiments. The plate genera-

tor is essentially a parallel or tilted-plate transmission line in vhich

the current-carrying flat-plate conductor are driven by plane-wave explo-
.

slve dystems.

tance of this

plate motion.

separation to

accounted for

compared with

We have developed a simple model for the time-varying induc-

system. First, an analytic expression IS used to predict the

Then, the inductance ia expressed as a function of plate

give the computational model. Time-dependent flux losses are

by an increasing waste inductance. Model predictions are

the available shot data.

*
Work supported by the United States Department of Energy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

CAIRD, R. S.

The explosive-driven plate generator has been described in several

previous publications [1-3]. It is basically a transmission line in which

the conductors are driven by slabs of explosive ini<iated by plane-wave

detonation systems. Because the entire erea of each driver

simultaneously, the rate-of-change of the generator inductance

up to the end of the run. In addition the plates may be nude

plate moves

remains high

wide enough

to carry large currents. We have used this type of generator in several

applications requiring high output power [4-7]. The basic design is shown

in Fig. 1.

. ?.t is important to he abl,?to model explosive-driven generators in a

general lumped-parameter circuit code. Such models are invaluable for

quick feasibility calculations involving new explications and for opti-

mizing parameters in experimental designs. Figure 2 shows a scheaatic rep-

resentation of an e~losive 8enerator regarded as a circuit element.

Tho input switch usually C1OSRS when the Scnerator starts its run and

Lg(t) s~artti changing. Tha ou:put switch closes when the moving conductors

fi”nally short the generator output. During the generator run, the genera-

tor is reprcsantcd by a decreusina inductance, L8(t), in seriQs with a

tima-varyins rosietuncc, Rg(t)o This particular model is applicable only

if the initiul flux lo gencratad by a currant through tha gcncrntora If

tho Initi.il.flux arises from magnetic coupling te a coil or megnotic IJys-

tom. the model must ba extundod to includo tho time-varying couplins ae

vello The rmistor, ll~(t), IB uftcn used to account for tho flux 10BOOO
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from diffusion into the conductors and trapping near points of contact.

However, for the plate geuerator we shall asswe that Rg : 0 and account

for flux loss by leaving a small residual inductance in the generator at

the end of the run.

The voltage across Lg(t) is given by

V = I dL8/dt + 1g dI/dt . (1)

I(t) is the current through the generator. Modeling the gerterator,then,

amounts to finding convenient analytic expressions for Lg(t) and dLg/dt.

We shall first express tile plate separation, x(t), in the genera:or as a

- function of time and then express the generator inductance as a function of

plate separation. That is,

Lg(t) - Lg[x(t)l, and

dLg(t) aLg dx

dt “z-z “

(2)

(3)

Note tb~c the :ate-of-chunge of the inductance is proportional to the

drivQr olatc velocity.
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2. PLATE MOTION MODEL

Our first step is to find a simple expression for the behavior af til.?

driver plates under the action of detonating explosives. The first arrival

of the detonation front at the metal surface sends a shock through the

driver plate. The interaction of the shock with the free surface at the

interior of the generator sends a rarefaction fan back to the metal-explo-

sive products interface. This rarefaction is reflected as a pressure wave.

The process continues and the velocity of the plate builds UP

correspondingly. There are many one-dimensional codes that can calculate

accurately the velocity and distance as a f~nction of time. The difficulty

is that we need a simple analytic model that gives the same results. The

. model need not be very accurate during the early part of the generator run

where the change in the generator inductance is only a sma?.1part of the

total circuit inductance. The critical p.>rtionis near the end of the gen-

erator run when the plates have traveled some distance.

We have chusen the followlxg equation to represent the plate velocity

since it demonstrates the proper asymptotic behavior:

v(t) “ $ - Vo + Vl[l - exp(-t/T)] . (4)

v(t) is the plate velocity during the generator run; Vo represents tho

plate velocity at t _ O+, corresponding to but not necessarily equal to the

ftce eurface velocity at first shock arrival; V1 is the additional velocity

imparted to the plate by the later action of the explosive reaction pro-
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ducts; and T is the time constant that governs the build-up c? the asymp-

totic velocity v~ + -J1 and is related to the reverberation time of the

shocks ani rarefactions in the plate. The equation for the position, x(t),

of the plate, obtained by in~egrating Eq. (4), is

x(t) = X. + (Vo + Vl)t - VIT[l - eXp(-t/~)] ● (5)

X. is the initial position of the plate. The velocity function is

discontinuous, b?ing equal to zero for t c O and rising abruptly to V. at

t = 0+. The acceleration function corresponding to Eq. (4) is

a(t) . & - v. d(t) + (Vi/T) f2XP(-t/T) ●

dt
(6)

.

&(t) is the Dirac delta-function and i9 necessary to inject V. at t = O

when the expression is integrated. For t<o, a(t) = C. A term

proportional to 12 may be added to Eq. (6) to account for the deceleration

caused by magnetic pressure.

A .;arietyof problems representative of the explosive and driver plate

combinations we wanted to use were checked against PAD [8], a one-dimen-

sioncl hydrodynamics code developed at Los Alamos by W. Fickett, Figure 3

shows a comparison of the velocity curves predicted by PAD and the analytic

model. The system consisted of 7,62 cm of PBX 9404 with a 1.588-mm copper

driver plate. The parameters of the analytic model were chosen to give the

best fit to the x(t) curve at later times. The fit to the v(t) curve is

Good. The x(t) curve is not shown since the deviation is only 0.4 mm near

the start and less than 0,02 mm near the end of the run.
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The final test of the plate mo~ion model is a comparison with

experimental data. The most convenient measurement technique to use was

the axially symmetric magnetic pickup [9] since it yields a signal

proportional to the plate velocity. Severai shots were fired using

representative explosive-driver plate combinations. Figure 4 shows the

comparison between the model and the experimental data [10]. The explosive

was 5.08 cm of PBX 9404 and the driver plate 3.19 mm of 6061 aluminum.

Again, the model parameters were adjusted to give a good fic to the x(t)

curve at late times. The x(t) curve is not shown because the maximum devi-

ation was only 0.1 mm. Similar re5ults were obtained with the other shot

data. We concluded that che analytic modei gave an excellent representa-

tion of the plate motion.

.
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3. INDUCTANCE MODEL

CAIRD, R. S.

The final step in the modeling procedure is to relzie the plate

separation to the generator inductance. The task is not an easy one.

Flash x-ray photographs of a driven plate from the side and end shcw that

f.tlooks like an oblcIrig pincushion with a valley down each side. To add to

the complication, the current density is not uniform over the plate. The

time scale of the generator run is sufficiently short that the flux is

excluded from the interior of the plate. The result is that the surface

current density cannot be uniform and satisfy the boundary conditions.

Our approach is to take the simplest model that accounts for edge

- effects and the fact that the transmission plates may not be parallel. We

make the following assumptions:

(1) The plates are plane rectangles;

(2) The current is confined to the surface, is uniform and directed

along the length of the plate;

(3) Ftnite len,qthand end effects may be neglected.

The formula usually associated :’itha parcllel plate transmission line is

(7)

‘8
is the inductance in Henries; 2 is the length in meters; n is the
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separation/width; and B. = 4n x 10-7 H/m. This expression is accurate for

q << 1. However, the initial o for most plate generators is clc?e to one

and the preceding formula is inaccurate by a factor of two. Therefore, we

must use a formula that takes into account the edge effects. It is a

straf.ghtforwardmatter to perform the necessary integrations to obtain

(8)

where

G(n) = 4q tan‘1(1/~) + In(l + q2) - ~2 !?n(l+ l/?12) .

- A graph of this function is given in [11]. We shall also ueed the deriva-

tive to calculate dLg/dt.

dG
—- 4 tan-l(l/rl)- 2rlgn(l + l/f12) .
dn

(9)

These formulas provide us with a good estimate of the inductance of a

parallel plate generator and its rate of change. Many applications,

however, require a gzometry in which the plates are tilted to iorm a

trapezoidal or triangular cross-section. Varying the input separation

while keeping the output separation constant allows control over the

voltage waveform [3]0 Consequently, we need the expressions for these

caees-
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Figure 5 illustrates the geometry involved in the trapezoidal configu-

ration along with the key dimensions. One can obtain an estimate of the

inductance by averaging the inductance per unit length over the projected

iength of the driver plates using the fornuia for the rectangular geometry.

The integration gives

;:; [F(n)Lg=— - F(rI- no)] ,
0

(lo)

where

no = (I(O-x~o)/w ,

.

n = Xlw , and

F(p) = 2(? + r12)tan-l(l/n) + 2 tan-l(n)
3

The quantity no is a constant. Xlo and Xo are the initial plate

separations at the input and output ends, respectively, and x is the plate

separation at the output end as a function of time.

The formula for the triangle is quite similar:

Lg . ~+ [F(n) - F(0)] . (11)
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It should be noted that, since the length of the triangular generator is

proportional to the separation distance, 2/~ is proportional to w. The de-

rivative of F(n) is

dF
—= G(n) .
dq

(12)

The values of the functions as n + O are

F(0)=& ,

G(0) = O , and

.

dG(())- ~=
.

dn

It was stated earlier that the driver plates do not move as plane

::ectanglesbut develop a lag at the edges as they run. We cannot tackle

the real geometry within our restrictions, but we can allow some variation

in w as the plates move. The s~mplest formulation is to take WO as the in-

itial width Of the plates, wl as a final “effective” width of the ~late~

when the separation goes to zero and assume a licear variation with plate

separation between the two values. W1 should be regarded as an adjustable

parameter and can be estimated from tile end-on flash x-ray rad~ographs.

Mathematically,
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w(x) =wl+kox ,

where

W. - WI
k. = ●

x~

The derivative is

*=kv
dt 0 ●

CAIRD, R. S.

(13)

(14)

The length of the driver plates also varies during the generator run.

The reasoa is that the end blocks are cut LC an angle to the vertical in

order to maintain good current contact with the driver plates. The

relevant geometry is shown in Fig. 6. We can estimate this effect by

assuming that the additional flux excluded by the protrusion at an end

block is proportional to its cross-sectional area. Then, the effective

length is

g=go - klxo +;klx (rectangle) ,

2=8* -~(xo +Xlo) +~klx (trapezoid) ,

2 - klx (trian81e) .

(15a)

(15b)

(ls~)
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Here, ‘o is the projection of the initial plate length on the generator

midplane. The constant kl is definecias follows.

@ (tana + t&nf3) for the rectangle and trapezoid,

k!.= LO/xO - + tan~ for the triangle.

The derivatives are

dl.– .;kl~
dt

(rectangle and trapezoid) ,

.

dt
E

= klv (trimgle) .

(16a)

(16b)

As the final touch-up to the calculations, we would like to estimate

the residual inductance left in the generator when the output is finally

shorted. The simplest assumption, again, is an inductance that grows in a

linear fashion a~ the separation decreases. Since the field increases with

time, the diffused flux does not vary as 6. The formula is

Le(x) - Lf (1 - )(/xo) ● (17)

Lf is tha final inductance left when gener~tor ~ction is complete. We
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treat it as an adjustable parameter that can be estimated from more

detailed flux diffusion calculations. The derivative 18

dLe Lf

T--;V “ (18)

We stl.1 need the explicit form of dLg/dt in order to complete the

computation. Noting that

dn
—=:(l-kOn) ,
dt

- we have

dLg ‘f
v(t){~[~kl G(q) +: (1 dG(n)

Tt- = - kOn) ~-] -— }
‘2o

for the rectaugle;

dLg u~/2n 1
--<=-“ v(t){—
dt ‘.ikl [F(n) - F(n - no)]

no

Lf
+:(1 -ken) [G(n) - G(n - no)] --—}

Xo

(19)

for the trapezoid; and (20)
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dLg
‘0 {[kl .:(1

‘f

T=
v(t) {Tn- - koq)] [F(n) - F(O)] +EG(n)) -— }

Xo

for the triangle . (21)

The ccniputationalprocedure starts with calculating x(t) and v(t) from

Eqs. (5j and (4). The w(x), A(x) and L=(x) are calculated from Eqs. (13),

(15) and (17). Lg(x) is obtained from Eqs. (8), (10) or (11) and dLg/dc

from Eqs. (19), (20) or (21), depending on the geumetry. It is worth

noting that neither Lg cor dLg/dt are discontinuous in the transition from

a trapezod.dalto .2 triang$llar shape. 1.1s0,since x(t) now represents plate

separation rather ‘:handistance traveled, Y*Oand VI are negative and twice

- the values for a single plate,
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4. COMPARISON WITH DATA

CAIRD, R. S.

The critical test of any aodel is comparison with the data. In the

present instance, we would like tc measure both Lg and dL8/dt in actual

generator shots. The experiments mus~ be designed to be sensitive to these

particular quantities ~ith a minimum of interference from other, possibly

time-varying, effects. The best method we have found is to fire the gener-

ators into a very low inductance load. The current should be kept low

enough to prevent appreciable motion of the output and load conductors

before generator action is complete. Taktng Lg as the load inductance and

lumping any losses in with the generator inductance, we have

LJO) + L&. z(t) -—17
Lg(t) +L2

, and

1 fil
dLg/dt

—— .— ,
7z- Lg(t) + Lg

(22)

(23)

Here, 10 is the initi~.1current in the generator and load. If L8(0) and L&

aro known accurately, then I(t)/Io gives L8(t) and ~/I gives dr,C/dt. It is

CV~.dQntfrORIthe eqllatiotls
i
hat making L& us small ~s pcssiblc permitu the

best meaeurcmQnta [J~ Lg and dL8/dt nQ~~rthe end of the L’UII.

We prcscftt here a comparison of the model calculations with th~

results of tw.~uxpcrirnentu. ‘1’hcparume~ers were tha anmc for both except

for the in~~ut plakc ueparution. ‘1’hadriver plutas wure 3.19-umIaluminum

driv~n by ‘,08 cm of Pilx 9404 -- the ~umo uystwn wodeled in Fig. 4. Tho
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initial length was 525 mm, the initial width 159 mm and the final width

114 mm. The output separation was 127 mm. The load was a one-turn coil

just large enou,?h to admit a Rogowski loop without close contact at the

corners. The load inductance was 2.6 nH. The final end inductance was

taken to be 9 nH. The generator action was assumed to be over when the

plate separation at the output reached 1 m, corresponding to the

insulation thickness in the output slot.

The first generator had an input separation of 101.6 mm, corresponding

to a trapezoidal geometry. The input separation of the second generator

was about 0.5 mm, correspoudfng to a triangular geometry. The inductance

versus time curves are compared in Fig. 7.

.

The agreement with tha experimental results is excellent. A more demanding

comparison, however, is between the derivative curves. Figure 8 shows

dLg/dt versus time. It is evident that the lump~d-parameter model gives a

reasonable approximation to the actual behavior.
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5. DISCUSSION

The analytic generator model has shown a pleasing similarity to real

generator behavior where we have tested it. It has proven to be quite use-

ful in ;udging the applicahiljty of the plate generator to a number of

proposed plasma experiments. We also employ the model extensively in

estimating the timing and recording channel coverage for many experiments.

Future work is aimed at taking into account the effects 01 nonlinear flux

diffusion and magnetic preeaure.

.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
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Figure 1. Drdwing of a plate generator. The slabs of explosive are

initiated by a plane-wave syste~.

Figure 2. Schematic of an explosive-dri~’engenerator as a lumped-parameuer

element. The input switch closes when the generator starts its

run; the outpl~tswitch closes when the generator completes ics

run.

Figure 3. Comparison of PAD calculatims with the analytic model fcr a

7.62-cm slab of PBX-9404 and a 1.588-mm copper driver plate.

.

Figure 4. Comparison of ghoc data with the anslytic model for a 5.08-cm

slab of PBX-94114and a 3,19-mm aluminum c!riverplate.

Figure 5. Trapezoidal generator shape used for ind~ctance calculations.

Figure 6. Shape of the input and output blocks for a plate generator. The

reentrant geometry is necessary to maintain good current col:-

tact.

Figure 7. Comparison of the generator indlActance predicted by the model

with experimental results. The parameter are given in the

text,
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Figure 8. Comparison of dLg/dt predicted by the model with experimental

~esults. The parameters are given ic the text.

.
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